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Alpine rear seat entertainment: brilliant colors are 
de rigueur. The latest generation of monitors.

Children bored? Parents on edge? All that is now a thing 
of the past! Alpine's latest monitors ensure top-quality 
entertainment in the back seats. 
The PKG-2000P is a flipdown monitor with an integrated, 
space-saving DVD player. The package includes a remote 
control and a cordless headset. The monitor's 10.2" 
display has a resolution of 1.15 million pixels and, as 
with all Alpine units, guarantees razor-sharp images. 
The PKG-2000P can be controlled directly from the rear 
seats or from the driver's seat. One feature which 
deserves special mention is the "Auto Play" function, 
which starts the main movie automatically without 
passengers having to spend time scrolling through the 
DVD menu. The PKG-2000P also reproduces signals 
from external audio/video sources, such as a video iPod
or a camcorder. The built-in FM modulator enables the 
sound to be reproduced by way of the vehicle's audio 
system. The A/V input on the front panel permits the 
connection of additional peripheral units , such as a 
game console or a digital camera.

KCE- 425i video iPod adapter
The options are many and varied: the Alpine unit can be 
connected to a rear seat entertainment system, for 
example, for the enjoyment of children or adults in the 
back seats. Always having his iPod on board with him, 
the driver can of course treat passengers to a private 
view of his collection of photographs.
High definition pictures are also supplied by the new 
PKG-850P, an 8.5" flipdown monitor with a resolution of 
1.15 million pixels. Thanks to two A/V inputs and one 
A/V output, the PKG-850P can be configured on an 
individual basis. The package includes an infrared 
headset and a remote control.
Alpine has developed further attractive solutions for 
individual expansion of the rear seat multimedia system. 
The range includes the TME-M780 7" monitor and the 
TME-M680 5.8" screen. Both of these headrest monitors 
feature high-resolution displays which ensure sharp 
pictures, perfect contrast and gorgeous colors. An extra 
screen can be added to the two monitors by means of a
TME-MX80EM add-on kit – for an affordable price. TME-
M780 and TME-M680 can be combined with an Alpine 
DVD control unit and enhanced with the addition of a 
game console, for example, or the TUE-150DVB mobile 
DVB-T tuner.

Alpine rear seat entertainment: turning the back 
seats into a cinema!


